
Viking Shield Paper Template Instructions
Assembly Instructions

1. Carefully, cut around the outside of all of the templates.

2. Following the folding guide on the templates, fold all of the  
dotted lines down and all of the dotted and dashed lines up.

3. Now, lay your templates on a flat surface to make the shield shape. The template with tab 
‘1’ will attach to the template with tab ‘2’. In turn, this template will attach to the template 
with tab ‘3’, which will attach to the template with tab ‘4’ to complete the shield shape.

4. Go ahead and glue each of the tabs, starting with tab ‘1’, being sure to match up the lines 
and drawings on the front of the shield. When you glue the last tab, ‘4’, the back of the shield 
will now make a concave shape, like a real shield.

Make the Boss

 

5. Add glue to tab ‘5’ and attach it to the back of the hand bar just above tab ‘9’. This creates 
the hand bar with which to hold the shield.

      Finally, attach the ‘boss’ to the rest of the shield.

6. Place the ‘boss’ in the centre, in line with the patterns on the shield. The extra tab on the 
shield attaches on top of the shape numbered ‘6’. Glue them together.

7. Now, attach the rest of the ‘boss’ by gluing tabs ‘7’, ‘8’ and ‘9’. Note: For tab ‘9’ glue the 
reverse, not the side with the number 9 on.

8. You have completed your Viking shield!

                           Fold up
                           Fold down

Did You Know...?
The middle part of a Viking shield was called the ‘boss’. This section was made of iron and 
was attached with nails to the rest of the wooden shield. It strengthened the shield and 
deflected blows. The iron ‘boss’ also had a bar on the reverse that allowed the fighter to 
hold the shield in their hand, freely rotating it from side to side (unlike other shields which 
have straps over the arm).
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